
Editor's Letter:

Dear Beloved Readers,

I am delighted to extend my warmest greetings and heartfelt welcome to you as we

launch SoulTech Magazine, the latest embodiment of our commitment to spiritual

enlightenment and holistic wellness at SoulTech World.

At SoulTech, we believe in the power of knowledge and the transformative potential of

raising human consciousness. Our fervent mission is to illuminate the path toward a

more enlightened existence that embraces wellness, conscious living, and a deeper

connection with the world around us.

Our magazine aims to offer a diverse tapestry of insights, stories, and perspectives that

resonate with soul-seekers and truth-seekers alike. From thought-provoking articles to

the latest news and products in wellness, culture, entertainment, technology, fashion,

travel, events, and beyond, SoulTech Magazine is your compass for navigating the

journey toward a more enlightened way of being.

As a founder and editor, I am deeply honored to embark on this journey with every one

of you. Let us explore the boundless depths of human potential and cultivate a

community grounded in love, compassion, and spiritual growth. I invite you to immerse

yourself in SoulTech Magazine and SoulTech.World through our books, podcasts,



courses, events, and fashion collection, and join us in spreading the light of

consciousness to every corner of the world.

Thank you for entrusting us with your journey. May your soul find solace, inspiration,

and infinite possibilities within the pages of Soultech Magazine.

With boundless love and gratitude,

Shaman Isis
Founder & Editor



SoulTech Magazine Media Kit

About SoulTech Magazine: SoulTech Magazine is the media platform of best-selling
author Shaman Isis’ conscious living brand SoulTech.World. The groundbreaking
publication and brand lead the way to a more harmonious and sustainable world
through content, events, and entertainment rooted in spiritual enlightenment,
self-actualization, and holistic wellness. The mission of SoulTech Magazine and
SoulTech.World is in illuminating the path toward higher consciousness for humanity.
With insightful articles, captivating stories, and immersive experiences, SoulTech
Magazine is a beacon for soul-seekers and truth-seekers alike. SoulTech.World focuses
on building community and elevating consciousness through events, like
Soundbites2Solutions, and entertainment like Shaman Isis’ best-selling book Memory
Mansion and the SoulTech podcast Citizen Journalist.

Check out the immersive issue of SoulTech, the future of magazines:



Launch Release: New Magazine Aims To Celebrate Conscious Living

A Powerful Mission and Eyebrow Raising Features Like “Spirituality Is Not About Being
Nice” Are Sure to Put Best-Selling Author Shaman Isis’ SoulTech Magazine On The
Map

What’s a communication pioneer, author, and creator to do when she has a spiritual mission,
needs a creative platform, and wants to promote a “cure for the mental health crisis”? In the
case of Shaman Isis, the avatar of Cynthia L. Elliott, you build a brand and media company.
Enter the newest addition to her blossoming venture, Gothic House Media, SoulTech Magazine,
part of the SoulTech.World lifestyle brand. The clever new pub covers topics like wellness,
fashion, tech, and culture in a manner designed to raise human consciousness.

Years of driving marketing trends, such as creating the brand communications industry, lay a
solid foundation for a new media platform. Combine that with the spiritual guru’s success as a
marketing futurist and the popularity of spiritual wellness among key demographics, and you
have a recipe for impact.

Either way, Shaman Isis is used to beating the odds. In her best-selling new book Memory
Mansion, she shared her stunning journey from a Tennessee orphanage to the red carpets of
global fashion. After recovering from depression by raising her consciousness, she has been on
a one-woman mission to teach others that by raising their level of consciousness, they can
create mental and emotional fitness.

SoulTech.World produces content, like the magazine and events designed to uplift humanity.
Their first event, Soundbites2Solutions is a screening and panel event at the Anthology FIlm
Archives in NYC on April 4th and will cover the topic of immigration.

The launch issue of SoulTech Magazine arrives on 3/6. It features a cover story titled
“Spirituality: It’s Not About Being Nice,” and articles on conscious living, culture, wellness,
eco-fashion, and female philosophers. The pub is available in immersive and classic formats.
Visit SoulTech.World for more details and links to all formats.

https://soultech.shorthandstories.com/index.html
https://issuu.com/store/publishers/soultechmagazine/issues/soultech_magazine_pdfx
https://soultech.world/


Soundbites2Solutions Event Series Kicks Off With
Immigration Crisis Discussion

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: New York, NY, April 8, 2024 - Following the
resounding success of its inaugural event, SoulTech Magazine and FairSay Films
are pleased to announce the kick-off of the Soundbites2Solutions event series.
The first event in this groundbreaking series, held on April 4th at the Anthology
Film Archives, delved into the pressing issue of the immigration crisis.

The evening commenced with a private screening of FairSay Films' poignant
short film, DISPLACED, which left attendees moved and inspired. Renowned
actor Luis Guzman, whose emotional response to the script echoed the
sentiments of many, described how it "brought him to tears." DISPLACED offers
a heartfelt portrayal of immigrants navigating America's intricate immigration
system, aiming to humanize their experiences and shed light on systemic
injustices.

Following the screening, a discussion led by event host and best-selling author
Cynthia L. Elliott explored the themes and challenges depicted in DISPLACED.
Esteemed panelists included filmmakers Tiffany Hodges and Cristina Doikos,
NYC Council member Keith Powers, pro bono attorney Alexandra McCown, and
Sadye L. Campoamor, Chief Equity Officer at the Office of the NYC Comptroller
Brad Lander. Together, they engaged in a dynamic conversation, offering



valuable insights and perspectives on the immigration crisis and potential
solutions.

Tiffany Hodges and Cristina Doikos, founders of FairSay Films, expressed their
gratitude for the opportunity to share DISPLACED and engage with attendees. "It
was truly humbling to witness the impact of DISPLACED and to facilitate
meaningful conversations around immigration," they remarked. "We are excited
to continue exploring pressing social issues through the Soundbites2Solutions
series."

"We are thrilled by the overwhelming response to the inaugural
Soundbites2Solutions event," said Cynthia Elliott, SoulTech founder and co-host
of the event. "The thoughtful discussions and passionate engagement
demonstrated the importance of addressing critical societal issues like
immigration."

Soundbites2Solutions aims to foster dialogue, inspire action, and drive positive
change by addressing pressing social issues through events, film, art,
discussion, and community engagement. The inaugural event's success sets a
promising precedent for future discussions and collaborations.

For those who missed the first event, stay tuned for updates on upcoming
Soundbites2Solutions events and how you can get involved. Visit the
SoulTech.World website for more on the series, and FairSay Films for more on
the film DISPLACED.



Advertising Opportunities:

● Full-page magazine ads
● Full-size immersive magazine ads
● Sponsored content opportunities
● Banner ads in the digital version
● Immersive ad experiences in the digital version

Audience Profile:

● Demographics: Our readership spans various age groups, demographics, and
backgrounds, united by a shared interest in spiritual enlightenment and holistic wellness.

● Engagement: SoulTech Magazine readers are deeply engaged with our content, seeking
inspiration, knowledge, and resources to enhance their spiritual journeys and overall
well-being.

Distribution Channels:

● Static PDF: Distributed through our website, email newsletters, and social media
channels.

● Immersive Digital Version: Available for download on leading digital platforms, offering
an interactive and engaging reading experience.

Contact Information:
For advertising inquiries, please contact:
Email: Info@GothicHouseMedia.com

Phone: 786-531-7842

Connect with Us:
Website: www.soultech.world

Social Media: @ShamanIsis



Thank you for considering SoulTech Magazine as your advertising partner. Join us in

illuminating minds and awakening spirits across the globe.

Gothic House Media
472 82nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209
www.GothicHouseMedia.com
786-531-7842
Info@GothicHouseMedia.com

mailto:Info@GothicHouseMedia.com

